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THE BIZARRE LOVE AND OTHER POEMS
By U Atreya Sarma
They say, love is unconditional
Unconditional in seeking?
Or unconditional in giving?
They say love is platonic
But then you won‟t have it with anyone
But one of your prejudicial choice only
They say, love begets love
So when I love you,
Does it necessarily follow
That you too love me?

CHILDREN TEACHING THEIR PARENTS
Bearing and blessing,
Parents love to teach their young children
Whose receptivity is, naturally, sharp and rising.
A touch of guiding tradition.
Booing and hissing,
Grown-ups insist on teaching their senile parents
Whose faculties are, naturally, dull and declining.
A dash of grinding modernity.
Didn‟t Wordsworth say,
„The child is the father of the man‟?

MY MIND’S PRIMEVAL ART
I begin to describe a thing
As it shows up concrete before my eyes
Or hovers in my mind‟s eye.

But the drawing comes out altogether different;
No resemblance to what‟s been seen or visualised!
If we just copy a thing, where‟s the greatness of art?
A photograph would then better do.
Anyway, who cares for a clone when they‟ve the original?
My drawing is unintelligible, they accuse.
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If everything is plain and clear, why the rigours of art?
Can anyone precisely read what goes on in others‟ minds?
If that be the case, every would-be criminal can be seen through,
And the crime can be pre-empted well in advance.
My picture reflects the richness, the variety
The complexity of my limitless mind.
To comprehend my creation
And to appreciate and admire it
Requires a mind
That can delve deep into my own
And understand it, ever since it was born.
I don‟t know – and nobody knows either –
When my mind came into being.
So isn‟t my art – the offspring of my ancient mind –
As primeval?
And isn‟t it as great as any other great modern art?
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